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ENSO: (February 10, 2022 Update) next update on 10th of Mar.!

• ENSO Alert System Status: La Niña Advisory

• La Niña is likely to continue into the Northern Hemisphere spring (77% chance during 

March-May 2022) and then transition to ENSO-neutral (56% chance during May-July 

2022).

MJO and other subseasonal tropical variability:

• The MJO remains organized, but has been slow to continuously propagate eastward across 

the Indian Ocean during the past week.

• RMM forecasts favor the MJO to propagate eastward into the Maritime Continent, where there 

are differences among dynamical models in regards to the evolution and amplitude of the 

intraseasonal signal during the next two weeks.

• The enhanced phase of the MJO is expected to contribute to tropical cyclone (TC) activity over 

the southern Indian Ocean and South Pacific.

• Constructive interference with the low frequency footprint remains likely, with an anticipated 

extratropical response typical of La Niña downstream over the mid-latitudes by early March. 

Synopsis of Climate Modes

https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/enso_advisory/enso-alert-readme.shtml




IR Satellite & 200-hpa Velocity Potential Anomalies

Green: Enhanced Divergence    Brown: Enhanced Convergence 

A wave-1 spatial pattern in the 

velocity potential field developed 

in early February, with signs of a 

more coherent MJO emerging. 

Enhanced convection persists 

west of the Date Line, particularly 

across the eastern Indian Ocean; 

convection remains suppressed 
over much of the Western 

Hemisphere.

Enhanced (suppressed) upper-

level conditions remain 
predominately anchored over the 

eastern (western) Hemisphere 

indicative of little eastward 

propagation of the MJO during 

the past week.  



The ECMWF and GEFS ensembles depict eastward propagation of the MJO into  

the Maritime Continent, but differ in regards to its amplitude during the next two 

weeks. 

Similar to last week, the JMA remains an outlier as it favors little to no eastward 

propagation of the MJO. 

MJO Observation/Forecast



Average Conditions when the MJO is present

CAVEAT: These panels are 

representative of robust MJO 

events.



Rossby Wave activity 

contributed to the convective 

pattern over the Indian 

Ocean since early February.  

MJO activity is coming 

through the filtering over the 

Indian Ocean and Maritime 

Continent, which is expected 

to constructively interfere 
with the enhanced 

convective footprint tied to 

La Nina.

Low frequency suppressed 
convection remains apparent 

along and to the west of the 

Date Line, where there is the 

potential for destructive 

interference with the MJO 
later in March.  













Connections to U.S. Impacts









Week 2 – Temperature and Precipitation

Mid-level pattern change 

expected late in week-1 / 

early week-2, so outlooks 

are likely to be different 

today. 




